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If I were called upon to guess what is in the minds of the great major-
ity of you at this moment, I would say that most of you are thinking: "Well,
what are you fel~ows at the SEC going to do to us next"'

That is almost the first question ,that everybody from Wall Street asks
the moment he comes to Washington. The more I hear that question the more
I am convinced that it does not spring merely from an interest in what the
future will bring, or from a fear of government regulation, and that it is
not merely a desire for advance "inside dope." That question indicates the
existence of an unfortunate and widespread belief in Wall Street that the
regulation of stock exchanges and security markets is in the hands of five
fellows down in Washington who do pretty much as they please and who spend
most of their days thinking up new matters to regulate and new ways of
regulating them.

If you really think that, and I suspect that many people in the finan-
cial community do, you must pe plagued with uncertainty. I know I would be.
And unoertainty is the bane of business. Moreover, uncertainty generates
unc~rtainty until the situation may become well nigh unbearable. I've lived
in the financial community myself long enou~h to know.

For that reason tonight I would like to.try to take some of the uncer-
tainty out of this business of stock market regulation~ I want to give you
some basic facts that you can tie to. I want to show you why I believe a
~reat part of the uncertainty is unnecessary and the result of lack of
reflection.

Let's start with the things we,can agree on.

We all agree that, in the nineteen-twenties, there was a great specula-
tive boom which brought with it many abuses of the country's financial
system. We agree, I think, that these abuses, having been followerlby the
worst stock lll8.rketcrash in history, destro~'ed investor confidence to a high
degree and resulted in a nation-wide demand for reform. There is no question
that our federai securities legislation was the product of that insistent
demand. The Securities Exchange Ac~ of 1934 was adopted by the Congress of

.the United States after months of ,careful and intensive deliberation, par-
tioipat~d in by stock exchange and financial lea~ers. Its passage was in
'response to the urgent wishes of the Qountry as a whole. It reflected

" a.ccurately the opinion of the.country that financial markets should' be
reg~latec. T~at the country is still overwhelmingly of tha} opinIon is
indicated by the ~ost recent Gallup Poll on the SUbject. Indeed, I know
of no financial leader who does not approve of regalatlon, at leas-t':ln
pringiple. There i$ a~reement, and n~ unce~tainty, as to that.

The Securities F.xchange~ct wa~ no~ intended to be, and is not being
administered as, a piece of punitive le~islation. It was not intended to
be a visitation on the financial community to avenge the losses which in-
vest or-s had s'lffere~".,:.Itsbroad purpose was to restore shattered investor
confidence by settin~ ~p protections against the recurrence of past'abuses
and intelli~ently to readJ?st our financial practices to conditions which
had changed severely in twent~.years.
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The Act, in short, is one of the country's bulwarks against assaults
on investor confidence. Investor confidence is something in which you, as
brokers, have a legitimate selfish interest. But it is something in which
all of us as Americans have a vital interest. Our great middle class com-
prises directly and indirectly, the bulk of investors. If ever that body
of investors comes to believe that it is being unfairly tre~ted by its busi-
ness and financial leaders, it may fall victim to the disease of dictator-
ship, of either the comm~nist or fascist variety. In either case, that will
be bad medicine for American democracy. The SEC, therefore, has the job of
helping to preserve democracy, of preventing dictatorship, by deprivin~
potential dictators of one of their most important implements the anger
of mistreated investors. And you have, as I say, a selfish stake in our
ef[ec~ive accomplishment of that task. Your stake is to convince the public
that you can be trusted with its money, which is just another way of saying
that it can go on investing, as it must do if the capitalist system is to
continue. For you, the job of being public-spirited is the same as that
of being far-sighted business men.

You know the phrase "Art for Art's sake." Well, there may be some men
who believe in government dominated by the philosophy of "RegUlation for
Regulation's sake." I can assure you that the Sli:Cdoes not subscribe to
that philosophy. It wants to impose the least amount of regUlation com-
patible with adequate investor protection. ~oubtless we make mistakes,
since we are no less human than you are. You shouldn't complain of that
fact. Only in dictatorship countries is it assumed that those who hold
office never make mistakes.

We have encouraged free and ~nformal discussions with Exchange officials.
In the past few weeks there have been several such discussions concerning
restrictions on margin trading by partners and member firms. They were
highly profitable. Each side came to know the other better; respect on the
part of each for the point of view of the other was furthered; and the area
of differences was happilY narrowed almost to the vanishing point.

We recognize that old habits, accustomed ways of doing business, oueht
not be altered over-ni~ht, without warning and without study of the effects
of new proposed ways of doing business. With respect to change, men, rough-
ly speaking, can be divided into these three groups: Those to whom anything
new is inherently wrong; those to whom anything new is inherently right; and
those to whom novelty is a badge neither of rightness nor wrongness. We find
ourselves in the last group. We are for as little change as is needed, but
we want every bit as much as is required. We, on the SEC, are not impatient
zealots who insist on wholesale alterations of customary behavior. But,
althouQh we are patient, although we recognize the need for careful scrutiny
of proposals before establishing new ~odes of conduct, we cannot ignore our
duty under the law. While we accept the necessity of making haste slowly,
of working out a program of investor protection piece by piece, we must
not -- and the Street, in its own selfish interest, must not ask us to __
falter in our determination to bring about a state of affairs where those
who deal with the Exchange and its members will be sheltered from all
needless harms. I stress the word "needless" for no one will ever devise
means for freeing investors of all risks of loss. But there are some risks
Which are unnecessary and, practically, avoidable. It is those practically
avoidable risks which the Street and the SEC must eliminate.
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Anyone who wants to know what the SEC is doing or will dQ should begin
by readin~ the Securities Exchange Act. All the objectives are set out
there in black and white. That is the law of stock exchanges and over-
the-counter markets. It was'made by Congress and not by the members of
the SEC. The SEC cannot add to it or detract from it. It is our duty to
enforce all of it,s provisions; ,at th~ same time we cannot go beyond any
of them. Recently when I became Chairman of the SEC I was asked what my
policies would be. Such a question is unrealistic. Neither the Chairman
of the SEC nor a~Y of the Commissioners can have any policies,-that is,
purposes-wh1 ch .dev!.a'te from the purposes of 'the law. What are thos-e
purposes of the sect~itles law?

First, the Act prohibits pools and manipulations. It is the duty of
the SEC to prevent manipUlation and to apprehend manipulators.

Second, the law calls for the disclosure of full information on cor-
porate securities and it is our duty to see that t~at information is supplied.

Third, the law regulates the use of credit for the financing of
security transactions. While the credit restrictions are set by the Federal
Reserve System, their enforceNerit is placed with the 3EC.

Fourth, the law makes us responsible for seeing to it tl1at br-oker-s
do not conduct themselves in such a way that their interests seriously
conflict with the interests of their customers.

Finally, it is our duty under the law to prqtect investors against prac-
tically avoidable r~sks of loss through insolvency or dishonesty on the part
of brokers or their employees.

These then are the purposes or the objectives of the law. The SEC
has no choice but to move constantly toward making these purposes effective.
Therein lies a difficult problem. l~ is no simple matter to regulate the
complicated mechanism of our financial markets and still not disrupt the
functioning of those markets. That is another point, r daresay, on which
we are all in agreement. Congress recognized it back in 1934 when the
Securities Exchange Act was being considered. Making law for complex
mechanisms like stock exchanges is not the same as making law to govern
the conduct of individuals. You can proh~bit th~ carrying of a gun or the
stealing of automobiles simply by sayin~ so. The legislature says it is
iliegal to carry a gun and thereafter ~~yone caught carrying a gun is
gUilty of a crime. It takes but five minutes to make such a law. A law
governing stock exchange practices, if it is to be workable, takes in-
f~nite patience to develop. Con~ress foresaw that, and so, in certain
cases Congress simply said to the SEC: "This is what we want you to do.
You work out the de~ails of gettin~ it done."

Undoubtedly, from some of the criticism~ you have heard you have formed
the impression that such delegation of discretion to the SEC is obnoxious
to the stock exchanges and the financial community. But if you look up 'the
history of the statute you will find that it was the stock exchange repre-
sentatives and the financial leaders who urged Congress to leave certain
matters to the discretion of the SEC. Here is what the Interstate Commerce
Committee of the House of Representatives said, in 1934, in its report on
the bill:
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M ••• Representatives of the stock exchanges constantly urged a
greater degree ,of flexibility in the statute and insls~e4 that
the complicated'nature of the problems Justified leaving'much
greater latitude of discretion with the administrative agencies
than would otherwise 'be the case. It is for this reason that
the bill in dealing with a number of difficult pl'oblems,'singles
out these problems as matters ~propriate to 'be'subject to
restrictive rules and regulations., but leaves to the adminls~
trative agencies the determination of the most appropriate'
form of rule or re~~atlon to be enforced."

And so. in a number of provisions of th~ law. it was left to,the GEC to
work out the mechanics of regulation. But th~ obj~ctive, the purpose, was
written in the law. It was something that, Congress said, had to be done.
Only the method wa~ left to the'SEC.

One exampl~ o-fwhat t. am talking about,is th-epower which the law gives
the SEC to make rules and regulations restricting floor trading by me~bers,
of exchanges to the end that their interests shall not confli~t with those
of their customers, and also, for like reasons, to restrict th-e actiyities
of specialists. In the past several years there has ,been much aiscussion
between the SEC and the exchange authorities on that subject, but as yet,
little has been done. It is a complicated subject, and deserves and has re-
ceived much study. We shall not, in that field. move forward'with undue
haste; but, before long, we must do more than we have thus'far done to carry
out the Congress~onal instructions. The privilege o£ postponing ac-
tion does not mean that we can £orever ignore the objective~

Another example is the power which the law ~lves the SEC to establish
rules and regulations protecting brokerage customers from losses due to in-
solvency Or dishonesty of the broker or his ,employees.

We and the New York Stock Exchan~e have been moving in the direction of
carrying out that objective. Last November. you will recall, the Stock Ex-
change and the Commission laid out a program for the protection of brokerage
custQmers. A number of the steps in the Stock Exchange part of the program
have alread1 been completed. Capital requirements of member firms have been
increased; new rules have been adopted governing borrowings and loans by
members; there have been new r~quirements for financial statements and audits
of member firms; and the Exchange is about to make another important step in
the new rules restricting margin,trading by pa~tners and £irms.

.-

Those are first steps and it is proper that they should have been taken
first. While they are unquestionably noteworthy accomplishments by the Ex-
change, they still leave brokerage cllstomers'~xposed'~o avoidable risks•.
Brokers sUll acceptcustaners' cash and securitiesfor.deposit. '1'0 this extentthey are
Just as much banks as any .• ther banks. They have the -same custodial functions
the same responsibilities •• But they are subject to no bapklng regulation
or supervision. . 1 understand that our largest department store accepts
customers~ cash for deposit aeainst future purchases. But -- as most of '
you know those deposit accounts are not commingled with the general fUnds
of the store. They are deposited with a totally separate banking c~pany
set up under State banking laws and supervised and examined periodically by
State banking authorities just like' any other bank. The store itself never
sees a red penny' of those deposits until after a purchase has been made. But ,
brokerage customers have no such banking protection. .

-
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I suspect,hawver" that l'lOStmembers of the Congress and most of the public
think that-the SEC and the exchan~e authorities between them have already
effectively secured full protection of that kind for the public. And if
anything happens in a big way to demonstrate that we have not -- .well, all
I can say is that our faces will be pretty red.

I venture to say that not one customer in a thousand knows this: If
a customer owes nothing to and yet leaves cash with a broker, and that
broker becomes insolvent, the customer is by no means certain of receiving
back all his cash. Most customers believe that such "free" cash is so
handled by the broker that, if the broker "goes broke", the customer can
recover every dollar of his "free" cash and no one else can have a claim
on it. They are wron~ __ as matters stand today. In most cases, all the
cash i.n a br-oksr ! s hands is intermingled; none of it constitutes a trust
fund; the customer, as to his "free" cash has no special claim, but is a
mere uns~cured cr~ditor who must share with the other creditors in the
amount of cash found in the assets of the insolvent broker. As a matter
of fact, the actual figu~es reported by member firms of the New York StOCK
Exchan~e to the Federal Reserve Board deMonstrate the f~ct that most brokers
ne Lt.he r-attempt to segregate, in a. trust fur.d, cash bat ance s of their cus-
tomers, nor keep cash on hand or iT. banks sufficient to meet the total of
their free credit balance .obli~ations to their customers. On the contrary
they commingle their customers' funds with th~ funds of the firm and use
them as the needs of the business require.

In other words (as the SEC 3aid l~st November, in its report on the
\Vhitney case) most brokers tojay are doing a banking business accepting
deposits just like banks _ but are neither regUlated nor inspected by state
or federal banx examiners. They are functioning outside our regular banking
system. There is virtually no protective governmental supervision of the
hundreds of millions of dollars deposited with them.

It is true that Exchange supervision of the financial condition of
Exchange members has done much to reduce ris){s. But the attempt to assure
complete protection through such supervision imposes a terrific burden on
a private assoc:ation. It has be~n a long time since we have been content
to let the han":~ rl::g111atet~1e:nselves. vie have f'ound tha.t'thatdoesn't wb~k.
If brokers ~re to co~tinue to act as bankers, then the ~overnment must
pr ov Lde for the pub Li c t a p ro t.e e t.Lon aup er-v Lsor-y system e qu i va.Lerrt to
the government's s~p~rvisior. 0; b~nk~

WI. th ra.rn)t-tiJrereiteration, that customers
"Vir~ually no brokerage failures have, in

losses to customers," we are told. But is that

I know that it is said,
are now sufficlen~ly safe.
recent years, caused lar~e
a satisfactory an~\O'er?

In the Whitney failure, members of the public generally were not in-
volved because the firm was not doing any large pUblic business_ But that
was only good fortune. It was even more of a fortunate accident that the
recent Elfast insolvency did not involve the public. That was s~eer good
luck.

... I am no~ sug~esting that, as matters now stand, any brokerage
failures, injurious to the public, are at all likely to occur in the near
future. The record of member f'Lrms with respect to losses suf'f'e r-ed by
the public has been exceptionally good in recent years. Yet, in the past,
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under various 'types of stresses and strains, persons whci"h~d been trUsted and
respected h~ye utiliZed for ~heir own 'purpQses funds and securities belonging
to o tb er-s ,

You will surely miss my point completely if you int~rpret my remarks to
be alarmist i~ any way. On the contrary, my point is that the time to build
fire-escapes is not ,while a fire is ragir.~, but when the bUildln~ is in ~ood
conciticn; the ~i~e to build a stron~ bri~~e is not in a flood timeJ but when
the waters are 1uiet •.

What would you think of an en~ineer who said it was foolish to put enough
steel or concrete in a brid~e to withstand a hi~~ flood b~cause there hadn't
been such a flood for the pa~t ten years, or.oecause gU3rds could be posted
who would see to it that Feople didn't use the bridge i~,such a flood Gccurredr,
You'd say he'was an incow~etent engineer. hnd the Com~ission and the broker-
a~e and invest~e~t banking community as a whole would be incompetent if they
were persuaded ty similar, arr.ument.s,

He cannot permit, anG brokers dare r.ot risk, the possibility that, at a
time when al,l feasible safe,~uards c.ave not beer: installed, a cr-oke z-a ge firJII"
doing a very ex tens Lve business with hundreds of customers, may go down. I
ask ¥ou to consider ~hether, should that happen, ever again the brokerage com-
munity would be in good repute, if the pUb~ic then learned that practical
measures had not been em~loyed to avoid such investor injuries. Of course,
we always hope that each scandal will be the last. That's why the Elfast
case was so shocking. rt meant that it could tappen again. We cannot now
quietly accept assurances that the Elfast .:faill1reis the last and greatest,
of su~h occurrences.

That is not ttl)cast any reflections on the hor.est.y and integrity of
brokers as "i (roup. But you know as well as I do thilt in t.he ar.anclal com-
munit~.more than an:'Whereelse, instancesof iJ,solv",ncj.-or dishonesty,t~ut5h they be iso-
lated exceptions, cast a cloud over the cODllllunityas a whole. In the interest.
of ~ood business~ the Street simply cannot afford any avoidable major bank-
ruptc~r involving" large losses to customers.

v.re must pr-oep t Ly move forward in attackin~ this pr-cb Lem , Either the SEC
Or the brokerage business (and when r say the "brokerage business" I refer to
over-the-counter brokers as well as exchange members), must see to it that the
bankin~ functions of brokers are more fully regul::\tedor the financi.al com-
munity must take steps t~ r€nder more detailed regulation unnecessary.

You will reme~ber that, about a year a~o, the suggestion was advanced
that' these bapkin~ functions now performed by brokers be transferred to
properly supervised bankln~ and trust institutions located in the various
financial centers of the countr;{. Let me review briefly the outlines of this
plan. Those institutions - call ,them brokera~e banks if you wish - would be
set up as ~art of existin~ institutions or as separ~te entities. The ~uestion
of ~}'Ieownership aud mana.genent of these institutions whether by the
brokers, t~e exctanges, t~e banks, or even private individuals is,
all open one. In either event they wvcld have pos sens ron of all securi-
ties ant> cash celonginFl to cus t ome r-s , They would also, on in~truction of the ...
broker3, arrange mar~in loans direct to the brokers' customers. They would
hold all cus~o~ers'collateral securitie&,'securitits left for safe-keepin~,
and cash representing free credit balances. They WOUld, without the

-
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intervention of the brokers, make and receive.payments and deliveries, dl~
rec~ly to and from customers. Of course I appreciate that many

.d'etails,such as the.fi.xingof 'tnt.erestcha r-ge s, interest spreads, service
charges,.handling of m~riin calls, and the like, remain for discussion. These
matterscan be tbreshe~out at thewcrk table. If some such plan is adopted, brokers
would ~hen be excluslTely what their name implies those who execute orders
~~r others•. The~ would cease to be bankers~ and"all the pomplicated
mechanisms, arising from the fact that today.brokers are bankers, wo~ld vanish.

This proposal was ag9.inadvanced by t he C;oinmiSsionin its report on the
'Whitney investl~ation. 1n that report the Commission said:

"••• It is our view that the ideally effective measure for dealin~
with;customers" free credit balances and customers' fully pa.Ldor ex-
cess collateral secur1ties would be the establishment of trust in-
stitutions in various financial centers. .,. ~hei~ use would also
serve to remove customers' cash and securities fro~ the risks of in-
solvency involved in the combination 6f the dealer with the brokera~e
function."

The Commission is still of the same view. At the time we made that re-
par}. it 'was, however, unde r-s tood with the New York .Stock Exchange authorities
that as a. step towards the creation of such banking institutions,
the ~xchan~e would canvass its own proposa1 of the possibility of creating a
so-called central depos itory..

At this point I want to say something about the so-called central
depository. It is clear to me that there has been a great deal of confusion
in the minds of a ~reat many people reg~rdin~ the central depository. Because
this kind of device was sug~ested by the Exchange as a partial step, shortly
after we initiated th~ discussion of the trust institution, I am afraid that
many people believe that the trust institution (or brokerage banks) and the
central depository are one and the same thing. They definitely are not.
The central depository would be at best a half~way measure. On that basis,
and on that basis alone, has it ever been considered.

The plan for a central depository for securities is thereforetotall~'dif-
ferent from the proposal to establish brokerage banks. The central depository
would not arrange {or margin loans and would not take over customers free
credit balances, whereas the banks would. Nor at the outset would the facili-
ties of the depository be available for other than exchan~e members. The
central depository would not provide complete protection for customers' funds
and 'ecurities. Just the other day the head of one of the largest brokerage
firms in the Street said to me that he was opposed to it because it was an
expensive half-way measure. But he added that a plan for something like
brokerage banks would be acceptable to him because it would ent1rely soIve the
problem of customers' safety which. I have been discussin~. He clearly recog-
nized the important differences between the two proposals and .1 am sure all of
you will when you have considered them.

I believe your stUdies will brinF you to the conclusion
tral deposltorywill be far too expensive and will not work.
have explored that avenue. As most of you know, th~ SEC has
enthUsiastic over the central depository idea. Our thinking

that the cen-
You will, then~

never been too
has clearly
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indicated onl~twd;~ourses either the brokerage bank or regulation and super_
vision by the SEC. And we've done a good deal of thinking about it. Has'the
brokerage' business done"any thinking, Or has it merely said. '.We don't like
the brokerage bank ~nd we don't like the idea of havln~ our bankin~ busine~s
'interfered with 'and that's all there is to it?" This latter attitude will get
none .of'tisanywhere. 'The problem must be solved. The customerJlUSt,be1llOre fully
protected. Therefore, 1f you don't want supervision and regulation:by the
SEC, you've got to sug~est something at least as effective as the brokera~e
bank. We're ready',:wi1lin~ and eager to hear any suggestions you want to make.
We sincerely hope you will find a solution which will really do.the Job. We
don't care whether it's a trust institution, a brekerage bank or what it is as
lon~ as it will give customers the kind of protection which the law says they
must have. But progressive thinking on the subjeot is essential, We cannot
be satisfied with a lot of reason~ why nothing can be done or nothing should
be done. Because s~eth1n~ has t~ be done. The SEC has no choice as to that.

As I see it, then, our problem here boils down to simpl~ this: Which does
the Street prefer? ,More of SEC in this field or none at all? Complicated
SEC regulations _ or none whatever' More government supervision of brokers
or a Withdrawal in this large area of cus~mer s&fety'- of gov$rnmental
supervision. There are ne d'tihe"rehcf ces, We caMet, we must not, we dare
not offer you any other.

In other words we offer you this choide: (1) You can ha~e ~ore SEC regu-
lation of brokers' activities re~ulation desi~ned to insure customer safety
or (2), by the establishment of brokera~e banks, you can, as f~r as this
SUbJect of customer protection is concerned, get rid of the
SEC and ()f SEC regUlations on that sub j eev , liemuch prefer the
latter: It is far simpler, less expensive, less irritatin~ to you and less
difficult for us and it will wholly solve the problem in an easy traditional
manne r ,

This pro~r&m does not call for less private business and more pUblic
business. On the contrary, it calls for more private business. It calls for
turning over to privately operated banks 'a fUnction which, if it continues in
the hands of brokers, will necessitate more and more government~l -interference.
Public safety in this sphere cannot be ignored. If the stock exchange wants
to work ~ith us to bring that about in a simple. clean-cut manner, we shall
be mOre than delighted. We can close the chapter on that part o£ our activi-
ties. We can save the ~overnment thousands of dollars, we can save much
labor and money, for the brokers, and we can do the job thorou~hly. The al~
ternative is increasing regUlation, increasing gover~ental interference.
Happily, here i~ one area where ~etting rid of the ~overnmePt Is ex~uisitely
simple. I wish that all the prpblems of contemporary life where ~overnment
and business interact were as simple.

If I have dwelt at length on this problem of customer protection
it has been to illustrate that. while protection of investors is our first
responsibility, we approach our task mindful of the practical functionin~

'of the financial machinery. Almost .without exception, every rule adopted by
the SEC has been thoroughly explor~d 'in advance with those whom, the ~ule
will affect. Th~re have been no bOJllbshellsor sur:prises from the'stC,' -.
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The financial co~munity and the public have always been advised, as far as
was possible, of exactly what was being contemplated and considered. We have
tri~d to' avoid unnecessary uncertainty. But where uncertainty results from
the necessary flexibility ~f the law, I am sure you w~ll agree that it is
worth its price. If certainty were the only thing desired it could be ob-
taine~ simply py freeZing all the rules ~~d regulations into statutory form.

Not only have we sought the technical assistance of the financial com-
munity, we h.ve also been willing to hear the legitimate selfish interest of
anyone.subject to th~ laws we administer.

I want to make it very clear that those of us in government have no
possible objection to a vigorous assertion by any group of citizens of their
legitimate selfish interest. It is the business of persons in private life
to look out for their own self-interest. During those periods when I have
been in government service, I.have been mo~erately suspicious of any business
man who came to me urging something in behalf of his own business ~d saying
that he was doing so solely for the public welfare. I do not mean for a
moment to decry assertions by any business, man that what happens to be for
his own welfare will also be beneficial to the public interest, or at least
not injurious to it. That he should make such an argument is highly de-
sirable and shows that he is intelligent: But I do mean tha~ he would not
be intelligent and would be ascribing to government officers a lack of
intelligence if he' told them that he was working only for the pUblic at large
in those instances when he was really seekin~ to enhance his own interests.

In other words, when so-called pressure groups from Wall Street or any-
where else come to discuss their business affairs with government officers,

, the former should be encouraged, frankly, to argue in behalf of what is best
for them. For the men in government service are there to look out for the
general welfare, for the interests of other groups not represented or present
at the conference. But just because those men who happen to be holding
government offices are, while in office, obliged to consider the long-range
general public welfare, they are not unlikely, at times, to be too far-
sighted. And just because business men must consider tomorrow's profits, it
is not unreasonable that there should be a certain nearsightedness there. The
near-sightedness of the private group and the excessive far-sightedness of
the government officers tend to correct one another. Sensible working
compromises then result. I believe in pressure groups. The interactions of
numerous groups, if there are enough of them, and if their real purposes are
maQe clear, are essential to the proper functioning of a democracy.

I say that with all sincerity and say it with particular emphasis at
this time because some careless or misguided persons occasionally tell you
that we are eager to extend governmental regUlation to every aspect of
American lire that we have sinister plots to establish totalitarian con-
trols. Don't you believe those stories. They are 100% falsehoods. They
are viciously unfair to us and miserably misleading to you. The SEC commis-
sioners, everyone of them, are devoted to democracy. And since they are
full.,yaware that, in America, the profit system and democracy are intertwined,
that private initiative and private profits are cherished by most Americans,
and that democracy will give way to dictatorship if those aspects of American
li.fe are seriously endangered, it is the ardent desire of the members of the
SEC to do everything possible to make our profit System work efficiently,

-
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and accordingly, within those limits, to give the larges~ poSsibie" scope to
private ,~nterprise and to the making of'legitimate proflis. 'We do not want
exceSsive governmental regulation. We want only so much of it as"i~'essentic
to make our kind of economy fUncti?n competently so that this country may
enjoy the prosperity for all its people which its fortunate position 'and rich
endowment of resources make possible.

I cannot qlose without word of thanks for your ~enerous patience and
for the kind hospitality of the Association of Custome~s Brokers~ We'at the
SEC have followed the recent deve~opments in your organizatiqn with great in-
terest. For'YQur effort to raise the standards of practice' in the brokerage
profession' we have only encouragement. TQ the e~tent that you seek t~ furthe
the public int~rest and the welfare of your clients you and we have' a 'common
purpose. We hope to be able to work with you and through you. towards the
attainment of Our common objectives.
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